**To the Editor:**

 {#psp412183-sec-0001}

In our recently published article,[1](#psp412183-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} we demonstrated that physiologically based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling provides mechanistic understanding for the observed clinical drug--drug interactions (DDIs) caused by inhibitory metabolite(s). However, we recommended a step‐wise approach (i.e., flow chart) to predict DDIs involving inhibitory metabolites based on the development stage and available data. It should be noted that we recommend the use of static models prior to considering PBPK approaches for achieving quantitative predictions. Additionally, when modeling and simulations are used, a fit‐for‐purpose strategy based on questions to be addressed should be applied to support decision making. At early stages, when limited preclinical and *in vitro* data are available, static models are advised. However, PBPK models applied after verifying the clinical data allows a "what‐if" scenario analysis and aids decision‐making regarding study timing and design, dose selection, labeling, and justification of delay/waiver of clinical DDI studies.

In their letter, Tod *et al*.[2](#psp412183-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} recommended application of their In Vivo Mechanistic Static Model (IMSM) for predicting DDIs involving metabolites. Given that the two key parameters (fraction of oral clearance and inhibition potency) are derived from clinical DDI studies, and, additionally, the derived *in vivo* inhibition potency cannot discern the contribution of parent and metabolite(s) to the observed clinical DDIs, we believe this approach has limited utility in drug discovery and early development. However, the IMSM method could be helpful in clinical practice where clinicians may have to prescribe different drug combinations based on the existing clinical DDI dataset for those drugs. Nevertheless, similar static models informed with *in vitro* inhibition potency of parent and metabolite(s) could facilitate DDI predictions involving inhibitory metabolites.

The application of static models, based on steady‐state assumptions, is a well‐documented approach. This approach is often applied in the absence of the data typically required for PBPK modeling and simulation.[3](#psp412183-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Modifications in the static equations can allow for incorporation of components including: multiple absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME) mechanisms, transporter‐enzyme interplay, and multiple inhibitory species including metabolites. Effort should be put into implementing static models with a high degree of mechanistic information relevant to the substrate--inhibitor pair to address the question in hand, and limitations of such models should be considered as needed. For example, static models do not capture the time‐dependent concentrations of inhibitor species (parent and metabolite), complex scenarios in which both parent and metabolite exposures are affected by each other, etc.

As outlined in our position paper,[1](#psp412183-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} static models are useful in predicting DDIs when data are limited or early DDI risk assessment is needed in compound progression. However, mechanistic PBPK models will be more informative for quantitative assessment and simulation of complex DDIs involving inhibitory metabolites.
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